
Q14 How can we make our school better?
Answered: 50 Skipped: 31

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Very little, class sizes can be an issue, but this is due to bigger funding issues across education. I
think they work miracles with the tight budget they have.

8/30/2018 6:55 PM

2 Make more private music lessons available. 7/28/2018 10:24 AM

3 I think that children and especially parents would benefit from more structure for home work. I feel
that currently home is a voluntary option, my child has spent lots of time completing homework,
handing it in only to be disappointed as it hasn't been marked and noticing not everyone has done
it. We complete spellings weekly, I would also prefer some maths home work to complete rather
than relying on an App.

7/25/2018 6:17 PM

4 I think everything you do for children is extraordinary. the fact that you become their friends is the
most important thing for a child. Thank you for everything you done for my children.

7/23/2018 11:39 AM

5 Sense of showmanship needs developing 7/22/2018 10:18 PM

6 Opening or expanding the car park,make it easier for working parents to pick up children. Having
more shade on the main field for children to play in the sunny month's

7/20/2018 8:37 PM

7 Increase the amount of maths to come home so we can help more. 7/20/2018 7:32 PM

8 You can't. 7/20/2018 10:25 AM

9 Give all children the opportunity to try new sports not just the ‘sporty’ ones. I really don’t like that
my daughter deems herself not ‘sporty’ because the school told her so! I would expect the school
to have more understanding of how this can be damaging to a child’s mindset and doing excercise
in this day and age.

7/19/2018 4:04 PM

10 Considering the slashed government budgets, you can't make it better. The school is doing a
fantastic job - thank you!

7/19/2018 8:22 AM

11 Make better use of the outside space / forest school. 7/19/2018 8:07 AM

12 1. Turning in homeworks should be mandatory, not an option. 2. Any uncontrollable/ misbehaving
children should be sent to the headteachers asap during lesson to minimize the time being wasted
for other children who actually want to learn. My child has been complaining about not learning
much from school because of some children messing about during lesson.

7/18/2018 11:16 PM

13 I can't find nothing that I would want to change 7/18/2018 10:31 PM

14 Just keep doing what your doing 7/18/2018 9:10 PM

15 Recognise when children, especially ones new to the school are struggling to make friends and
teach children already in the class how important it is to make them feel welcome. Isolation from
peers can make school a very unhappy and lonely place at an already difficult time.

7/18/2018 8:57 PM

16 Under the financial circumstances I think you are doing better than most 7/18/2018 8:27 PM

17 Specifically for SEN children making more Taylor made packages that suits their needs. We know
that these children need specialist education which is not available locally so tapping into
specialist provisions for these more challenging children and creating a unique programme.

7/18/2018 8:08 PM

18 More interaction with teacher and parent 7/18/2018 7:54 PM

19 Maybe more opportunities to others that aren’t interested in sport. 7/18/2018 7:51 PM

20 Better team sports kit for school fixtures. Embarrassing at the moment. 7/18/2018 7:24 PM

21 Car parking as it's quite dangerous at start and end of school 7/18/2018 7:13 PM

22 Treat pupils with behaviour difficulties the same as other pupils, not let them get away with things
that would not be tolerated from other pupils

7/18/2018 7:08 PM

23 Nothing I think there are no bad points really 7/18/2018 6:33 PM
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24 Provide info about sports Including the school teams etc. My son would love to join the school
football team but it doesn't seem to be mentioned?

7/18/2018 6:18 PM

25 There not alot really burn engry of the kids more lol but it Been good so seeing my daugher only
been in year 3.

7/18/2018 6:06 PM

26 In my opinion there isn’t much room for improvement! ( my son would say longer for lunch time
play!!)

7/18/2018 6:05 PM

27 Less school trips, they are getting too expensive 7/18/2018 6:01 PM

28 Not sure you can 7/18/2018 5:53 PM

29 All good 7/18/2018 5:48 PM

30 Win the lottery and aid the funding issues every school faces! � 7/18/2018 5:39 PM

31 Get rid of Bernie Lock. 7/18/2018 5:27 PM

32 Don't allow it to get any bigger 7/18/2018 5:15 PM

33 Deal with poor behaviour more effectively. Seems that rewards are offered for poor behaviour
such as tablet use instead of incentives for good behaviour. Communication could also be more
effective. Perhaps empower experienced teachers to assist rather than the heads taking it all
themselves.

7/18/2018 5:12 PM

34 I dont feel that this applies 7/18/2018 5:09 PM

35 More help with dyslexia 7/18/2018 4:57 PM

36 I don’t think this school could get any better !! 7/18/2018 4:53 PM

37 Communication with parents, better dealing of bullying, not spilting up friends for the new school
year.

7/18/2018 4:47 PM

38 I feel the way in which children are disciplined needs to be firmer with greater consequences for
poor behaviour.

7/18/2018 4:43 PM

39 I feel it needs to be a bit firmer towards pupils and parents. 7/18/2018 4:30 PM

40 I would like to se the children academically pushed abit further without losing the calming
atmosphere of the school (tough I know!!)

7/18/2018 4:22 PM

41 I would like to se the children academically pushed abit further without losing the calming
atmosphere of the school (tough I know!!)

7/18/2018 4:22 PM

42 More outdoor based lessons. 7/18/2018 4:12 PM

43 More after school clubs would be nice but I am happy with the school as it is! 7/18/2018 4:06 PM
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44 I believe nowadays more needs to be done to prepare the children for secondary school. Kids are
getting older quicker these days. I think detentions should be enforced from year 4 for baf
behaviour and consistantly late homework. I think maybe classes should be set by happiness and
compatibility with others rather than their level of education as a happy child is a productive child
and at the parents and teachers discretion an options to change classes should be offered. Maybe
a home ed programme where very vunerable children can still learn at home and hand in work.
Lots more families are home educating their children now and so schools are not completely set
aside should maybe start to cooperate with the idea and maybe do a part time or at home learning
programme whereby the parents pay a fee for the school to mark the childs work and have
learning videos etc. Also more emphasis on mental health help with activities such as gardening,
an actual consistant club would be bemeficial and cookery and art and other life skills such as
basic sewing. With sex education, i believe at year 5/6 ages there are all the information on the
feelings you get and what your body does etc but no mention on masturbation, which is the
essential number one coping mechanism for any of these feelings. Without which could lead to
unatural behaviour as their feelings and urges need to have an outlet somewhere. I think more
learning on empathy and understanding of others is needed as the children seem to be using
things like homosexuality and race as a weapon to hurt. Maybe some more key speakers in
assemblies? Japanese schools actually have their children do the light cleaning of the school to
teach respect and responsibility for their surroundings. May be an idea to put the children in teams
and do shifts on the general tidying and light cleaning of the school (pick up rubbish, wipe their
class tables, sweep etc). It is a big thing to potentially have cctv in the play areas outside for during
breaks etc. When incidents aren't observed by supervisors it is hard to determine what actually
happened, cctv would help and potentially deter bullying and violence, obviously not all areas can
be covered by cameras so there wpuod be oit of bounds areas that a detention is given if found
there unauthorised. Science is the way forward in this world and although elmfest is wonderful an
annual science fair would be brilliant to help boost competitive spirits and interest in the fields.
Ultimately with the way society is making our children grow up faster than we would like, primary
schools from the year 4 ages shpuld be looking to imitate a lot of secondary schools in the way
they educate and their disciplines. One last thing!! British sign language could be the most
important language our country needs children to learn and its not. I would love to have it taught
on the curriculum so that children cpuld receive their level 1 certificates by the time they finish year
6!

7/18/2018 3:57 PM

45 Carry on doing what you are doing, the children's welfare and happiness is paramount. 7/18/2018 3:50 PM

46 More sports opportunities for all children it seems the same kids are often picked 7/18/2018 3:47 PM

47 More explanation of the tests, sats and results and how they figure the results, and boundaries
lines for knowing how we get the best for them

7/18/2018 3:45 PM

48 Dealing with bullying better 7/18/2018 3:29 PM

49 You can't!! It's amazing as it is . 7/18/2018 3:25 PM

50 Making sure dinner ladies are doing their jobs to the best of their ability no mater how “stressful”
some days are.

7/18/2018 3:25 PM
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